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THE MAIN GOALS OF VARIABLE STAR 
STUDIES:

● detect variability in a star
● estimate the period of variability
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METHODS OF ESTIMATING THE PERIOD

● non-parametric
● parametric
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METHODS OF ESTIMATING THE PERIOD

● non-parametric
● do not require prior knowledge of the light curve shape
● e.g. Phase Dispersion Minimization (PDM):

dispersion per bin is computed for binned phased light curves 
for a range of periods – the best period minimizes the 
dispersion per bin

● e.g. SuperSmoother:
compute a running mean (or moving average) on a phased 
light curve for a range of periods – the best period minimizes 
a weighted sum of absolute residuals around the running 
mean
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METHODS OF ESTIMATING THE PERIOD

● parametric
● make some assumptions about the shape of the light curve
● e.g. The Lomb–Scargle periodogram:

calculates χ2 for a least-square fit of a single sinusoid to 
phased light curve, for a range of periods (more about this 
method later)

● e.g. Continuous-time autoregressive moving average 
(CARMA): a more general method , can handle complex 
variability patterns

● both methods can treat non-uniformly sampled time series 
with heteroscedastic measurement uncetrainties
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METHODS OF ESTIMATING THE PERIOD

● parametric
● make some assumptions about the shape of the light curve
● e.g. The Lomb–Scargle periodogram:

calculates χ2 for a least-square fit of a single sinusoid to 
phased light curve, for a range of periods (more about this 
method later)

● e.g. Continuous-time autoregressive moving average 
(CARMA): a more general method , can handle complex 
variability patterns

● both methods can treat 
non-uniformly sampled time
series with heteroscedastic
measurement uncetrainties
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THE PROBLEM WITH THESE METHODS

● require homogenous measurements
in astronomy this means that observations are in one filter 
(band) – for multiband observations, each band is analyzed 
separately, given a sufficient number of points

this means that these methods will not work with 
data from multiband surveys, where only one 
multiband datapoint is obtained at a time and the 
total number of datapoints is low (Pan-STARRS, 
LSST)
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THE PROBLEM WITH THESE METHODS

● require homogenous measurements
in astronomy this means that observations are in one filter 
(band) – for multiband observations, each band is analyzed 
separately

this means that these methods will not work with 
data from multiband surveys, where only one 
multiband datapoint is obtained at a time and the 
total number of datapoints is low (Pan-STARRS, 
LSST)

THE SOLUTION:
a single estimate of the periodogram that 

accounts for all observed data in a manner 
independent of assumptions about the 

underlying spectrum of the object
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THE PERIODOGRAM

– single-band case
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THE PERIODOGRAM

is a measure of periodicity of data as a function of angular 
frequency ω  (i.e. 1/P)

the original periodogram (Schuster 1898) is defined for
data { y

k
}, where k=1....N,  measured at equal intervals

t
k
 = t

0
 + k Δt

and can be computed efficiently with a fast Fourier transform
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THE NORMALIZED PERIODOGRAM

is an extension that works with unevenly spaced data, and is 
called the Lomb-Scargle periodogram

where { y
k
} is the data measured at  t

k
, ў is the mean,

V
y
 is the variance of the data { y

k
} and τ is the time-offset
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THE Lomb-Scargle PERIODOGRAM

its remarkable feature is that it is identical to the result 
obtained by fitting a model consisting of a simple sinusoid to 
the data at each frequency ω 

and constructing a “periodogram” from the χ2 goodness of fit 
at each frequency;

i.e. it can be shown that

where  χ
0

2 is the reference  χ2 for a constant model:
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THE Lomb-Scargle PERIODOGRAM
– the standard matrix formalism

let's assume a model

and define these matrices:

then the model is 

and 
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THE Lomb-Scargle PERIODOGRAM
– the standard matrix formalism

by finding the parameter θ  which minimizes χ2(ω) via 
standard methods, we get:

which is an equivalent of the previous equation in the 
homoscedastic case shown before
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THE Lomb-Scargle PERIODOGRAM
– the standard matrix formalism

the matrix formalism is better because
● the noise covariance matrix Σ can be easily modified 

for heteroscedastic data 
● easily extended to more sophisticated models by 

modyfying the design matrix X
ω
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EXAMPLE  PERIODOGRAM

RR Lyrae light curve with 60 observations randomly distributed over 6 months.
Period = 0.622 days.
Additional peaks are beat frequencies P

n
 = P / (1 + nP), e.g. P=0.38 days.
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GENERALIZED  PERIODOGRAM
– modifications of the standard periodogram

1) floating-mean periodogram – the mean of the model is fitted with
     the amplitudes:

     it is important if certain phases of the light curve are not covered
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GENERALIZED  PERIODOGRAM
– modifications of the standard periodogram

1) floating-mean periodogram – the mean of the model is fitted with
     the amplitudes:

     it is important if certain phases of the light curve are not covered
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GENERALIZED  PERIODOGRAM
– modifications of the standard periodogram

2) multiple-term sinusoidal model with N Fourier terms and
    (2N + 1) free parameters:

     

    e.g., design matrix X
ω
 for two-term (N=2) model with

            2N + 1 = 5 parameters
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GENERALIZED  PERIODOGRAM
– modifications of the standard periodogram

2) multiple-term sinusoidal model with N Fourier terms and
    (2N + 1) free parameters

     note the increase of background noise
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GENERALIZED  PERIODOGRAM
– modifications of the standard periodogram

3) regularized models – the penalty on the magnitude of model
    parameters θ to avoid over-fitting data
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MULTIBAND PERIODOGRAM
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MULTIBAND PERIODOGRAM

Let's construct a model that consists of:

●  an N
base

-term Fourier “base model” that models the shared 

variability among all K observed bands.

●  a set K of N
band

-term Fourier fits, each of which models the 

residual within a single band from the shared variability accounted 
for in the base model
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MULTIBAND PERIODOGRAM

The model for each k band is:

● all bands share the same base parameters θ, while their offsets θk are 
determined individually

● note:  N
band

 here is not the number of observed bands, but the number of 

Fourier components fit to the residuals in each of the K observed bands.

  The number of parameters for K bands is:
     M

K
 = (2N

base
 + 1) + K (2N

band
 + 1)

  and this means M
K
 columns in the design matrix X

ω
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MULTIBAND PERIODOGRAM

E.g.: ( N
base 

, N
band

 ) = ( 1, 0 )

called a shared-phase model
means a simple single-term periodic base frequency,
and an independent constant offset term in each band;
i.e. all variability is assumed to be shared between the bands,
with only the fixed offset between them allowed to float

( N
base 

, N
band

 ) = ( 0, 1 )

called a multi-phase model
the base model is a simple global offset, i.e. each band
has independent variability around a shared fixed offset
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MULTIBAND PERIODOGRAM

E.g.: ( N
base 

, N
band

 ) = ( 1, 0 ) – shared-phase model

for (u, g, r, i, z)-bands the design matrix X
ω
 will have

M
K
 =  (2N

base
 + 1) + K (2N

band
 + 1) =

      =  ( 2 + 1 ) + 5 ( 0 + 1 ) =  8  columns

● each row corresponds to a single observation through a single band
● the nonzero entries of the final five columns are binary flags

indicating the (u, g, r, i, z)-band of the given observation
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STANDARD vs MULTIBAND PERIODOGRAM

● simulated ugriz observations of RR Lyrae with P = 0.622 days
● all five bands are observed each night, 60 observations per band
● equivalent of ( N

base 
, N

band
 ) = ( 0, 1 ) – multi-phase model
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STANDARD vs MULTIBAND PERIODOGRAM

● simulated ugriz observations of RR Lyrae with P = 0.622 days
● only a single ugriz band observed each night, 12 obs. per band
● a comparison of ( N

base 
, N

band
 ) = ( 0, 1 ) and ( N

base 
, N

band
 ) = ( 1, 0 )
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MULTIBAND PERIODOGRAM

comparison of different ( N
base 

, N
band

 ) sets for that light curve

models with
N

base
 > N

band

allow a flexible fit
with minimal
model complexity
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APPLICATION to SDSS RR Lyrae

● 483 RR Lyrae from Stripe 82 compiled and studied by S10 
(Sesar et al. 2010):

● 55 observations in each of SDSS (u,g,r,i,z) bands spread 
over <10 yrs

● top 5 periods from SuperSmoother on the g-band were 
chosen for subsequent template fitting; the best template 
fit was reported as the true period

● a comparison of SuperSmoother on g-band and a shared-phase 
Multiband, i.e. ( N

base 
, N

band
 ) = ( 1, 0 ) with the results of S10 
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● the best-fit SuperSmoother period matches the S10 period 
in 87% of cases (421/483)

● the best-fit multiband period matches the S10 period in 79% 
of cases (382/483)

● in both models, the S10 period appears among the top five 
periods 99% of the time
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APPLICATION to SDSS RR Lyrae

● observations are now reduced by a factor of five, i.e. 11 instead of 
55 observations in each of SDSS (u,g,r,i,z) bands

● only one band observed each night

● a comparison of SuperSmoother on reduced g-band and a 
shared-phase Multiband, i.e. ( N

base 
, N

band
 ) = ( 1, 0 ) on reduced 

ugriz bands with the results of S10 on the full dataset
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● the best-fit SuperSmoother period matches the S10 period 
in only 23% of cases (113/483), compared to 87%

● the best-fit multiband period matches the S10 period in 64% 
of cases (308/483), compared to 79%

● the top five periods contain the S10 period only 45% of the 
time for SuperSmoother and 93% of the time for multiband
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SIMULATIONS FOR LSST

● a simulated set of 55 RR Lyrae with  20 < g < 24.5 mag and the 
prognosed LSST cadence

● a comparison of SuperSmoother and a shared-phase 
Multiband, i.e. ( N

base 
, N

band
 ) = ( 1, 0 ) with requirement:

● for SuperSmoother:
true period is among the five periods determined 
independently by in the u, g, r, i, z bands

● for Multiband:

true period is among the top five peaks in the multiband 
periodogram.
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SIMULATIONS FOR LSST
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SIMULATIONS FOR LSST

● optimistic prospects for science with variables stars:
● even with only six months of LSST data, we can expect to 

correctly identify the periods for over 60% of stars brighter 
than g = 22

● with the first two years of LSST observations, this increases
to nearly 100%

● with five years of data, the multiband method identifies the 
correct period for 100% of even the faintest stars
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SUMMARY

● a multiband version of the classic Lomb–Scargle method for 
detecting periodicity in an astronomical time series

● experiments on 483 RR Lyrae stars from the SDSS Stripe 82 data 
set indicate that this method outperforms methods used previously 
in the literature, especially for sparsely sampled light curves with 
only single bands observed each night

● the LSST simulations suggest that the multiband periodogram 
could have an important role to play in the analysis of variable 
stars in future multiband surveys
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Python package gatsby

● an example of how you can use multiband_LS to download the 
data used in this paper, fit a multiband model to the data, and 
compute the power at a few periods:
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